The Ferry House is chef-owned and operated by Bobby Trigg, a graduate of The Philadelphia Restaurant School. He served his formal Classical French apprenticeship under the supervision of chef Jeanne-Pierre Tardy, formerly of Le Bec Fin in Philadelphia. Bobby was Sous Chef at the prestigious Le Plumet Royale located at the Peacock Inn, in Princeton, before opening The Ferry House in Lambertville in 1992.

Relocated in the heart of downtown Princeton in 1998, The Ferry House has received critical acclaim for Bobby’s innovative combining of flavors and creative use of locally farmed ingredients. He has incorporated French nouvelle cuisine – less fat, more reductions and fresh seasonal produce – with Vitenamese, Mexican and Southwestern influences. Bobby’s cuisine became coined as French-Mex, a type of fusion rarely heard of, yet producing delectable results.

Bobby has produced and starred in his own cooking show on Princeton Cable’s TV30, “Cookin’ with Bobby Trigg - From Our House to Yours,” and is working on his first cookbook.

The Ferry House
32 Witherspoon Street
Princeton, NJ 08540
For Reservations please call: 609-924-2488
http://www.theferryhouse.com